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A Concurrent Resolution

To Appoint Jo’Nae Williams as Assistant Director of Diversity

WHEREAS, It is the President’s duty to appoint the Directors of the Executive Branch; and

WHEREAS, it is the Senate’s duty to confirm these appointments; and

WHEREAS, the aforementioned name was appointed by the President; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE, that Student Government appoint Jo’Nae Williams as Assistant Director of Diversity

SGCR 8
THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE by a simple majority (one-half plus one) vote of the LSU Student Senate and signature by the Student Body President, upon lapse of time for presidential action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.

APPROVED:

MARINA COLE  
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE  
DATE: 2/4/21

STONE COX  
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT  
DATE: 2/4/21